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Dear Mr. Roee loin, 6i P

In response to the draft statement for corrent " Instruction Coneerning
Risk from Oceupational Radiation Exposure", I would suggest several changes.

1. On page 7, the next to the last sentence in #6 aays "An increased
insidence of emneer has not yet been o'eserved at low radiation levels - - ".
This is untrue. I refer you to the review by V.E. Archer, " Effects of low-
level radiation" in the Jar./Feb 80 issue of Nuclear Safety, where several
such studies are rentioned.

2 In this same article, Mreher also refers to the BEIR report's
estimates of effects of background radiation, saying the saleu2ations appear
to have grossly underestimated the role of high LET components. This raises

,

questions in MY mind at least about the validity of that report generally, l
'and your use of it to bolster IOUR conservative estimates of effects of

low-level radiation.

3. On nage 8, in the second earagraph, I take issue with BOTH the
last two sentences. To say that estimates of radiation risks are "at least
as reliable as estimates from any other important hazard" is pLtently false.
And to say that the chances being taken are "small and reasonably well
understedd" is, to say the least, stretehing it a bit.

4. It is understandable, sonsidering the purpose of this document, that
it would be generally designed to persuade a potential workar that the effects
of radiation are minimal. But eensidering the importance of the issus - we
ARE talking about human beings and their health and lives, - I think that they
should AT LEAST be made aware of the FACT that there are a number of highly
qualified exrerts in the field who have very different views than those
7esented in your document. They sould be soprised of these views as well,
and then encouraged to make up their own minds on the basis of ALL the evidence.

Sincerely, py/
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Bafry Childers, Ph.D.
326 W. Vine St.
Oxford
Ohio 45056
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